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ABSTRACT

The use of an extracorporeal treatment (ECTR) in a poi-
soned patient may be life-saving in a limited number of
scenarios. The decision-processes surrounding the use of
ECTR in poisoning is complex: most nephrologists are
not trained to assess a poisoned patient while clinical
toxicologists rarely prescribe ECTRs. Deciding on which
ECTR is most appropriate for a poison requires a good

understanding of the poison’s physicochemical and phar-
macokinetic properties. Further, a detailed understanding
of the capabilities and limitations of the different ECTRs
can be useful to select the most appropriate ECTR for a
given clinical situation. This manuscript provides a step-
wise approach to assess the usefulness of ECTRs in poi-
soning.

Background

Hemodialysis was invented 100 years ago when
John J. Abel, Leonard G. Rowntree, and Benjamin
B. Turner demonstrated the removal of salicylates
from the plasma of animals (1). Although this discov-
ery paved the way to the widespread use of hemodial-
ysis in the treatment of uremia, its use in poisoned
patients remained more limited and controversial. In
2012, 2414 extracorporeal treatments (ECTRs) were
reported to the United States Poison Control Centers
in the context of poisoning, hemodialysis being by
far the most common modality used. Overall, ECTRs
are currently employed in approximately 0.1% of all
poisonings (2,3).

The use of ECTRs in poisoning is potentially
complex: most nephrologists are not trained in clini-
cal toxicology and do not necessarily have the expe-
rience to accurately assess a poisoned patient.
Clinical toxicologists rarely prescribe ECTRs and
may not be knowledgeable in the various intricacies

of available ECTRs (e.g., hemodialysis, hemofiltra-
tion, hemoperfusion). Furthermore, for many non-
nephrologists, ECTRs are often viewed as very
invasive, costly, and associated with an unaccept-
able incidence of complications.
The EXtracorporeal TReatments In Poisoning

(EXTRIP) workgroup is developing recommenda-
tions on the use of ECTR for at least 16 poisons
(4,5). However, poisoning can occur following expo-
sure to many other medicines and chemicals, and
new ones are continuously being marketed and dis-
covered. A working understanding of toxicokinetics
and risk assessment may allow the clinician to esti-
mate the usefulness of ECTR in various poisoning
settings that are not necessarily covered by the
immediate EXTRIP scope, even when the data are
limited.

Risk Assessment

The immediate stabilization of a poisoned patient
includes supporting the airway, breathing and circu-
lation, consideration of gastrointestinal decontami-
nation, and techniques to enhance poison
elimination such as multiple doses of oral activated
charcoal or urinary alkalinization. Other medical
interventions that may be necessary include volume
repletion, rewarming, and the treatment of seizures
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and arrhythmias. After the initial stabilization of a
poisoned patient, a comprehensive risk assessment
must be performed to determine whether or not to
use ECTR and if so, which type.

Obviously, ECTR is not needed if the xenobiotic
to which a patient was exposed has benign clinical
consequences. Some xenobiotics have a large safety
profile, such as water soluble vitamins, minerals,
and dextrose. Various drugs, like benzodiazepines,
antibiotics, and proton-pomp inhibitors are also
considered relatively safe when taken in isolation,
even after large ingestions, and rarely require active
interventions aside from supportive care. For other
drugs, inexpensive, safe, and effective antidotes
(e.g., naloxone for opiate poisoning) obviate the
need for ECTR.

Paracelsus introduced the concept of dose–
response to toxicology (“Solely the dose determines
that a thing is not a poison”) more than 500 years
ago. Knowledge of the dose–response relationship
helps to predict what constitutes a toxic dose when
determining which patients are at highest risk. For
example, valproic acid ingestions over 400 mg/kg
usually induce severe toxicity, while exposures
below 100 mg/kg are rarely a cause for concern (6).
In contrast, colchicine is more toxic such that in
children, it is suggested that exposures below
0.5 mg/kg are associated with survival, whereas
exposures above 0.8 mg/kg can be lethal (7),
although several exceptions have been published (8).
An acute acetaminophen ingestion below 150 mg/kg
is not expected to cause toxicity, but the risk of
hepatotoxicity increases in a dose-dependent man-
ner with ingestions beyond this. Measurement of
the serum concentration of the poison can predict
delayed development of toxicity in an initially
asymptomatic patient through the use of a nomo-
gram, such as paraquat (9,10) and acetaminophen
(11), to help triage those patients who may benefit
the most from more advanced therapies.

A potentially toxic ingestion in an asymptomatic
patient is rarely, by itself, an indication to perform
extracorporeal elimination (although there are
exceptions, such as a very recent exposure to para-
quat). However, it may prompt early referral to a
center that provides hemodialysis or hemoperfusion,
if the poison is likely to be removed by these tech-
niques (see below). Close communication with a
poison center or a clinical toxicologist is recom-
mended to help assess the risk for a given patient.

Evidence-Based Toxicology

The benefit of an intervention is best demon-
strated by well-designed studies where the treatment
group is compared to a control group. Unfortu-
nately, randomized controlled trials in poisoned
patients comparing ECTR to a control are absent
in the Western literature, according to an extensive
literature review performed by the EXTRIP work-

group (5). The difficulties of performing good qual-
ity studies in the field of ECTR for poisoning are
numerous and already described elsewhere (4,12).
Human observational studies, which constitute a

lower form of evidence (13), are also rare and often
confounded by indication, i.e., the intervention
group is often more clinically ill than the nontreated
group. Here, the absence of an effect by ECTR
could simply relate to differences in baseline charac-
teristics in the two groups. Although this may cause
studies to rarely demonstrate a benefit from ECTR,
this is not always the case. For example, patients
who underwent hemodialysis or hemoperfusion in
acute theophylline poisoning had a more favorable
outcome than those who did not receive any,
despite showing more profound toxicity at baseline
(14).
Nevertheless, in the absence of quality con-

trolled studies, strong mechanistic hypotheses sup-
port the potential effect from ECTR at removing
a clinically significant amount from the body and
several animal studies have validated this hypothe-
sis (15,16).

Expected Clinical Benefits from
Extracorporeal Treatments

In order to decide whether blood purification is
indicated for a specific poisoning, the clinician must
anticipate what benefits are expected from the pro-
cedure. Some exposures can be lethal (e.g., massive
salicylate ingestions, paraquat), while others may
cause irreversible tissue damage (e.g., methanol-
induced blindness). In the circumstance that ECTR
is expected to prevent these severe outcomes, the
advantages of ECTR would outweigh disadvantages
such as cost and the potential for complications of
the procedure. However, to be effective, the initia-
tion of ECTR in these cases is time-critical.
An alternative circumstance is where treatment of

the poisoning with supportive care and antidotes
may prevent immediate death, but the patient is
likely to experience prolonged admission in a criti-
cal care unit requiring mechanical ventilation. Such
is the case for poisons causing central nervous sys-
tem depression such as barbiturates and other anti-
convulsants. Another example is administration of
hemodialysis to patients with methanol poisoning
without acidosis (17), where ECTR is not likely to
affect morbidity or mortality. In both cases, ECTR
has the potential to reduce hospitalization and asso-
ciated costs, including duration of admission to the
ICU (which is a limited and expensive resource),
and limit complications associated with prolonged
immobilization.
It is apparent that the indications for ECTR are

less absolute in the latter examples than the former
ones, and in each occasion, the clinician must antic-
ipate what potential benefit will be derived from the
procedure on a case-by-case basis.
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Alternative Therapies

The pertinence of ECTR must be weighed against
the availability and effect of alternative treatments.
Antidotes are useful therapies that can rapidly coun-
teract the toxic effect of a poison. Specific antidotes,
like antibodies, are available to reverse the effects of
certain snake/spider envenomation or drugs, like
digoxin. However, an antidote’s effect may be limited
in some cases, so that addition of ECTR may have
additional benefits. For example, although acetami-
nophen is readily cleared by hemodialysis, the anti-
dote N-acetylcysteine has largely obviated the
necessity of ECTR except in patients presenting early
after a massive ingestion with signs of mitochondrial
toxicity (coma, lactic acidosis) (18,19). Alternatively,
some antidotes do not completely counteract all the
toxic effects of a poison, so that ECTR may be an
important adjunct to antidotal therapy, for example
in isoniazid poisoning (20,21). Unfortunately, anti-
dotes are limited in number and they can be costly,
sometimes much more than ECTR.

Corporeal elimination techniques, including mul-
tiple-dose activated charcoal or urine alkalinization,
enhance clearance of poisons and improve clinical
outcome in selected cases (22–26). Poison clearance
with these techniques can be substantial, although
head-to-head comparisons with ECTR for poisons
treated with MDAC, such as phenobarbital, salicy-
lates, theophylline, and carbamazepine usually show
a clearance advantage for ECTR (27–29). Corporeal
techniques are usually less invasive, less expensive,
and more widely available to clinicians in a timely
manner. However, there are also complications
associated with their use and they may be contrain-
dicated in various settings (e.g., poison-induced
ileus). In the appropriate clinical scenario, alternate
treatments and ECTR can be combined and the
benefit is potentially additive.

Extracorporeal Removal of Poisons:
Toxicokinetic Considerations

In the absence of data confirming clinical
benefit from ECTR, a proper evaluation of the

physicochemical and toxicokinetic properties of a
specific poison can guide decision-making. A basic
understanding of the following 4 critical determi-
nants will permit the clinician to determine whether
ECTR may successfully enhance poison removal:
(1) molecular weight, (2) protein binding, (3) endog-
enous clearance, and (4) volume of distribution
(Table 1).

Molecular Weight

The molecular weight (MW) of a substance
strongly influences its likelihood to be cleared by
ECTR. Hemodialysis (HD), which is based on dif-
fusion, is the modality with the greatest limitations
based on MW. Historically, the first dialyzers
cleared substances with MW up to 500 Da. How-
ever, newer more porous, high-flux synthetic dialyz-
ers allow significant removal of larger molecules
(30–33); for example, the clearance of vitamin B12

(MW = 1356) is increased more than 2–4 fold (31).
The clearance of vancomycin (MW = 1448 Da) by
HD was almost zero in the 1960s (34), but has
increased to 55 ml/minute (35) in the 1980s, and
then to 100–150 ml/minute today (36–38). Teicopla-
nin (MW = 1875 Da) can also now be readily
removed by hemodialysis (39). Clearance of mole-
cules over 5000 Da (like osteocalcin) was negligible
with low-flux dialyzers but is considerable with
newer filters (30). Even middle molecules with a size
up to 10,000 Da, such as b2-microglobulin can be
removed during HD treatment (30,31,40,41).
Recently introduced high cut-off (HCO) dialyzers
are even more porous (cut-off = 45,000 Da) and are
currently being studied to remove light chains in
multiple myeloma (42).
In comparison, hemofiltration (HF), which relies

on convection, can clear molecules sized 40,000 Da
or more (33,43–48). This is supported by the excel-
lent removal of b2-microglobulin and myoglobin
(MW = 17,000 Da), with reduction ratios above
60%(30,33,43,49,50). Even albumin loss
(MW = 66,000 Da) occurs with some filters (51,52).
The addition of diffusion to convection, named he-
modiafiltration, does not alter the molecular cut-off
of convection, when used alone. These principles of

TABLE 1. Pharmacokinetic properties of a poison to assess its potential for extracorporeal therapy removal

HD HF HP Albumin dialysis PD ET TPE

Mechanism
of removal

Diffusion Convection Adsorption Diffusion/Convection Diffusion Separation Centrifugation/
Separation/
Convection

MW cut-off Low-flux:
1000 Da
High-flux:
11,000 Da

40 000
Da with
exceptions

5000–10,000 Da MARS/SPAD:
60,000 Da,
Prometheus:
�100,000 Da

<500 Da No restriction 1,300,000 Da

Protein
binding

<80% with
exceptions

<80% with
exceptions

<90% Likely high Likely low No restriction No restriction

VD Low VD, (<1–2 l/kg), with exceptions Requires
very low VD

HD: hemodialysis, HF: hemofiltration, HP: hemoperfusion, PD: peritoneal dialysis, ET: exchange transfusion, TPE: therapeutic
plasma exchange, MW: molecular weight, MARS: molecular adsorbent recirculating system, SPAD: single pass albumin dialysis, VD:
volume of distribution.
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diffusion and convection are equally valid whether
hemodialysis/filtration is administered by continu-
ous renal replacement therapies or intermittently
(44–47,53–55).

For adsorptive based techniques, like hemoperfu-
sion, the efficacy of the technique decreases when
the MW is higher than 5000–10,000 Da (32,56,57).
However, with albumin dialysis, greater thresholds
are possible. For example, the molecular adsorbent
recirculating system (MARSTM) and single pass
albumin dialysis (SPAD) can clear molecules up to
60,000 Da (58,59) while the Prometheus system has
a cut-off of approximately 200,000 Da (40,60,61).
The Albuflow filter used with Prometheus has a
sieving coefficient of 1.0 for b-microglobulin, 0.6 for
albumin, and 0.3 for molecules as large as
150,000 Da (40).

Therapeutic plasma exchange (TPE) and
exchange transfusion have the least restrictions
regarding size, as poisons in excess of 1,000,000 Da,
including those entirely protein-bound, can
readily be cleared with these techniques (62–68).
Examples include rituximab (MW = 145,000) and
immunoglobulins like IgM (MW = 925,000)
(66,67,69,70).

Figure 1 depicts the range of MWs and degrees
of protein binding for existing medicines. The
preferred ECTR for the various medicines based on
these properties is indicated. As illustrated, the great
majority of poisons have a MW in the 100–1000 Da
range, and are therefore amenable to removal by
intermittent HD, assuming that protein binding,
endogenous clearance and volume of distribution
are not limiting (Fig. 1). For larger molecules, he-
mofiltration or TPE can be considered. Table 2 pre-
sents expected clearance for the most commonly
used techniques in poisoning. As presented earlier,
the maximal clearance in optimal situations are
obtained by either HD, HF, or hemoperfusion
(HP).

Protein Binding

Albumin is the most abundant protein in the
blood and is responsible for the majority of nonspe-
cific binding of drugs and poisons (71). Because the
albumin-poison complex is large (>67,000 Da), it
cannot diffuse across most dialysis filters and hemo-
filters (see above) (31). Only the free, unbound form
of the poison in the plasma can be removed by
either diffusive or convective techniques. For these
reasons, poisons that have a protein binding (PB) of
80% or more are usually not considered amenable
to removal by either HD or HF (72). There are sev-
eral exceptions to this principle:

1. Some xenobiotics, such as salicylates, 4-chloro-
2-methylphenoxyacetic acid, and valproic acid
exhibit saturable binding in overdose (73–79).
Here, the free fraction (that which is unbound to
serum proteins) increases as their serum concen-
tration rises, which potentially increases poison-
ing severity because the free fraction exerts
toxicity; however, it also facilitates removal by
ECTR (80). For example, salicylate’s PB falls
from 90% at therapeutic concentrations to 50%
when it reaches 800 mg/l which is a level where
significant symptoms might occur, and extracor-
poreal purification may be beneficial (81).

2. Some poisons show little to no saturable bind-
ing in overdose conditions, such as carbamaze-
pine (PB = 75%) and phenytoin (PB = 90%).
Despite this, reports show that they are rela-
tively well eliminated by diffusive and convec-
tive techniques, especially with newer high-flux/
high-efficiency filters (27,82–85). These observa-
tions suggest that the free (unbound) poison is
continuously removed by ECTR, and it is also
in rapid equilibrium with bound poison that
quickly dissociates from albumin into the free
form.

Fig. 1. Relationship between a drug’s or poison’s molecular weight and protein binding characteristics and the method of extracorpo-

real clearance that is anticipated to maximize clearance. Circles indicate for which poisons a specific ECTR is most useful. HD: Hemodi-

alysis, HP: Hemoperfusion, HF: Hemofiltration, TPE: Therapeutic plasma exchange.
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3. New dialyzers and hemofilters with higher MW
cut-offs developed for specific clinical condi-
tions, such as multiple myeloma, can remove
poison-protein complexes. However, no data
are presently available to review their role or
efficacy in poisoning.

Adsorbent-based techniques (hemoperfusion) are
considered more efficient for removing protein-poi-
son complexes than HF or HD, because the adsor-
bent (either resin or charcoal) itself competes with
albumin for binding. As long as PB remains under
90%, there will be no major limitation to HP removal
(86). For highly bound poisons, clearance by HP is
undoubtedly superior to conventional HD with low-
flux dialyzers, although it remains disputed if this
remains true for newer dialyzers. Poisons tradition-
ally cleared by HP, like theophylline and carbamaze-
pine, are now removed to a similar extent by modern
dialyzers (87–89). Hemoperfusion is reviewed in more
detail in the current issue of this Journal (90).

Albumin dialysis techniques, such as MARS and
SPAD, also remove protein-bound poison indirectly
via competitive binding to exogenous albumin in
the enriched dialysate (60). In comparison, Prome-
theus can theoretically clear protein-bound poison
directly, by eliminating the albumin-poison complex
through a higher cut-off membrane (91). Evidence
supporting the efficacy of albumin dialysis in
removing highly protein-bound poisons is currently
limited (92,93).

TPE and exchange transfusion are also capable of
clearing albumin-poison complexes. Although the
clearance attainable by plasma exchange is relatively
low, in many cases, it is likely to be the only practi-
cal option for poisons that are over 90% bound to
proteins (94), like cisplatin (62,95) and levothyrox-
ine (68). Replacement fluid during TPE (e.g., albu-
min 5% and/or fresh frozen plasma) must also be
tailored to the requirements of the poison needing
to be removed. For example, in the case of a poison
which is bound to albumin, removal by TPE with-
out replacement of albumin could theoretically
increase its free fraction and cause a resurgence of
clinical toxicity, at least transiently. Similarly, one
could also consider using a combination of 5%
albumin and FFP in drugs that are highly bound to
alpha-1-acid glycoprotein, such as quinidine,
although alpha-1-acid glycoprotein has a low bind-
ing capacity (80) and there are no studies to confirm
the clinical efficacy of this approach.

Endogenous Clearance

To justify the inherent costs, effort, and potential
complications associated with ECTR, as a minimum,
it should significantly increase total-body elimina-
tion. The mechanism by which ECTR achieves this is
by enhanced elimination, so that the significance of
the clearance achieved by ECTR should be consid-
ered relative to endogenous clearance for the same
poison under similar circumstances. Extracorporeal
clearance is usually limited to 400 ml/minute, which
represents the maximal blood flow achievable by
intermittent hemodialysis. In contrast, for medicines
that undergo extensive and rapid enzymatic (e.g.,
hepatic) clearance, endogenous clearance may exceed
2000 ml/minute (e.g., labetalol, cocaine, verapamil,
toluene) so the contribution of ECTR for such poi-
sons will be minor. Therefore, the lower the poison’s
endogenous clearance, the higher the potential for
ECTR to have a toxicokinetic impact.
A criterion that may indicate that ECTR can sig-

nificantly increase clearance is that a poison’s
endogenous clearance should be below 4 ml/minute/
kg to qualify for extracorporeal removal (72,96). An
important consideration here is determining when
endogenous clearance is compromised; for example,
when a xenobiotic is extensively eliminated by the
kidneys and the patient has concomitant acute kid-
ney injury (AKI), the benefit from ECTR is
increased compared to that in a patient with intact
kidney function.
Several publications recommend that clearances

attained by ECTR should be at least 30% of the
endogenous clearance (33,46,47), although this crite-
rion by itself is questionable when considered in iso-
lation, as discussed later in regards to half-life. For
example, in the case of lithium, a 7 ml/minute
increase in total-body clearance by ECTR, compared
to 25 ml/minute in a patient with normal kidney
function, the clinical benefit is likely to be minimal.
If a poison has a very short half-life (e.g.,

<2 hours), its toxic effects will likely be short-lived
so that ECTR will probably not alter the natural
course of the poisoning. This is even more impor-
tant considering that there is always a delay
between the time hemodialysis is prescribed and is
actually commenced. Clinical examples where this is
relevant include cocaine, many b-adrenergic agon-
ists, and monoamine oxidase inhibitors.

TABLE 2. Maximal clearance with any extracorporeal treatment.

ECTR Conditions Maximal clearance

Peritoneal dialysis 2L exchange every hour, 50% equilibration of dialysate compared to plasma 16 ml/minute
TPE A QB = 140 ml/minute and a plasma removal rate 50 ml/minute 50 ml/minute
Intermittent HD/HF/HP A QB = 400 ml/minute, hematocrit = 40%, extraction ratio = 100% 240 ml/minute
CRRT A QB = 180 ml/minute, high volume CRRT (effluent

flow = 45 ml/hour/kg), weight = 70 kg
52 ml/minute

Exchange transfusion 1L whole blood exchanged/hour, hematocrit = 40% 10 ml/minute

HD: hemodialysis, HF: hemofiltration, HP: hemoperfusion, CRRT: continuous renal replacement therapy, ECTR: extracorporeal
treatment.
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Volume of Distribution

ECTR only removes xenobiotics located in the
blood compartment. Poisons that distribute in total
body water are small and hydrophilic and have a vol-
ume of distribution (VD) equal to 0.6 l/kg. On the
other hand, a poison with a large VD has characteris-
tics of high lipophilicity and/or binding to proteins
or tissues. Poisons that have a larger VD are located
preferentially outside of the vascular space.

As the VD increases, the usefulness of any ECTR
decreases substantially (55). This can be illustrated
by the following reported example (97): if a 60 kg
patient ingests 2400 mg of amitriptyline, assuming
complete absorption and distribution (VD = 20 l/
Kg), the maximum plasma amitriptyline concentra-
tion will be 2.0 lg/ml. If charcoal HP is performed
for 4 hours, with blood flow 350 ml/minute (or
plasma flow 200 ml/minute for hemocrit 40%),
assuming in the best case scenario an extraction
ratio of 100%, the HP clearance will be 200 ml/
minute. Therefore, a maximum of 400 lg will be
removed per minute, for a total removal of less than
100 mg over 4 hours. Therefore, despite a high
plasma clearance, HP will only decrease total-body
drug burden by less than 5%.

Although no precise cut-offs exist, a VD >1–2 l/kg
is usually a deterrent to extracorporeal removal
(55,96). However, there are several reports showing
that ECTR removes substantial body stores of medi-
cines with a VD larger than 1 l/kg, such as carbamaz-
epine (VD = 1.2 l/kg) (98), thallium (VD = 3 l/kg)
(99), and metformin (VD = 3 l/kg) (100–102). Unfor-
tunately, it is not possible to generalize about the
effect of ECTR for other poisons with a VD greater
than 1 l/kg. Also, no particular ECTR is preferred
over another in the case of poisons with a large VD,
including TPE and albumin dialysis (65,103–105).
However, given that half-life depends on the ratio of
VD to CL, it is necessary to use an ECTR that maxi-
mizes CL when treating a poison with a large VD.

Another, and perhaps more important consider-
ation, is whether the poison displays multicompart-
mental kinetics, in particular when there is slow
intercompartmental transfer, from tissues to the
vascular space for example. These factors slow
redistribution from peripheral compartments back
to the central compartment and this is often charac-
terized by an increase in serum concentration after
cessation of ECTR (also called rebound). Although
rebound may not always lead to a clinical deteriora-
tion, the serum concentration should be monitored
closely because it may indicate the need for a sec-
ond treatment. Alternatively, longer durations of
ECTR may be required to maximize the removal of
poison that has distributed into deeper, less accessi-
ble, compartments.

In overdose, although the VD of a poison may
be large, there may be slow or delayed distribution
into tissue compartments or ongoing absorption
from the gut (1,103). ECTRs may, in that scenario,
remove substantially greater body stores than

would be predicted by standard toxicokinetic mod-
eling, especially when initiated shortly after
exposure.

The Choice of ECTR Modality

Once a decision is made to prescribe ECTR for a
poisoned patient, the clinician must carefully review
the available options and tailor the purification
technique to the patient’s condition and the physi-
cochemical and toxicokinetic properties of the poi-
son to be removed. The different extracorporeal
treatments available are reviewed separately in this
current issue.

Clinical and Practical Considerations

The presence of concomitant severe AKI will
likely require an ECTR that can sustain kidney
function as well as remove the poison. Here, HD or
HF are preferred over plasma exchange or hemop-
erfusion, which do not eliminate uremic toxins or
correct electrolyte disturbances to a significant
extent, and do not permit fluid removal in volume-
overloaded patients. Similarly, liver support thera-
pies (SPAD, Prometheus, MARS) can transiently
compensate for the deficient hepatic function and
are sometimes considered a bridge for liver trans-
plantation.
The presence of poison-mediated hypotension

often prompts clinicians to use less efficient ECTR
techniques like continuous renal replacement ther-
apy (CRRT) instead of intermittent techniques
(46,78). However, because net fluid loss is rarely
required in poisoned patients, it is uncertain if
CRRT causes less hypotension compared to inter-
mittent techniques which are more efficient.
Patients who are especially prone to bleeding

should be prescribed a technique that minimizes sys-
temic anticoagulation. Hemodialysis, for example,
can be performed with saline flushes alone, whereas
this is more difficult for hemoperfusion. Further-
more, thrombocytopenia is a known complication
of hemoperfusion so it may best be avoided in favor
of another technique in patients at high bleeding
risk.
Commonly, the types of ECTRs available in a

particular center are limited. This has practical
implications because the clinician may choose
whether to use the available ECTR, or transfer the
patient to another center for an alternative ECTR
that may be preferred. For example, if CRRT is the
only ECTR available in a center, then prompt avail-
ability at the expense of lower poison clearance
needs to be weighed against delayed initiation of a
more efficient treatment (e.g., HD) in another cen-
ter. This choice must be made on a case-by-case
basis, depending on the time required for patient
transfer, the relative difference in efficiency between
the ECTRs, and the overall clinical condition of the
patient.
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Some techniques are simpler to administer than
others. Exchange transfusion does not require a
(relatively) complicated extracorporeal circuit and it
is relatively simple to use in newborns and small
children poisoned with low VD xenobiotics (salicy-
lates, theophylline) (106,107). Whatever the tech-
nique chosen, dosing adjustment of all concomitant
medications (including antidotes) may be needed,
depending on their actual removal by ECTR.

The overall approach that is discussed above is
summarized with the following simplified algorithm
(Fig. 2). It should be noted, however, that excep-
tions are expected to this approach; each case must
be individualized according to the patient’s condi-
tion and the available resources. Consultation with
colleagues experienced in clinical toxicology and the
prescription of ECTR is encouraged.

Conclusion

For the vast majority of poisonings, sound medi-
cal judgment and appropriate supportive care are
more important than active elimination enhance-
ment techniques. However, a clinician attending to
a poisoned patient needs to assess the risk of the
specific exposure and consider the cost-benefit ratio
of ECTR. Complications associated with ECTR are
usually minimal and costs of a single hemodialysis
treatment, including equipment and nursing/physi-
cian fees, are anticipated to be minor compared to
the cost of a single day in an ICU. In the absence
of adequate clinical outcome data, further studies
are required. These should, as a minimum, demon-
strate significant drug removal with ECTR, based
on the portion of body stores removed or the
change in total clearance. Empirical decisions

regarding the decision to initiate a particular ECTR
requires knowledge of the poison’s physicochemical
and toxicokinetic characteristics. Although hemodi-
alysis is the most efficient method of clearing poi-
sons with a low VD, PB and MW, and limited
endogenous clearances, there are various other cir-
cumstances where it can also be useful. Additional
benefits such as rapid correction of life-threatening
acid-base abnormalities and restoration of volume
status are other considerations, but these decisions
are based on usual clinical criteria rather than
above-mentioned factors.
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